
Fractional Ownership of Floating Villas 

StaySafe Early-Stage Investment Opportunities
For StaySafe Shareholders

StaySafe Remote Work Tokens

Advanced Seawall Panels 



Invest in StaySafe Floating Villas

We understand how important it is to create a unique 
sense of place and to invest in the exceptional. 

Buy fractional ownership units or the whole Villa



Working remotely was previously off-limits for most workers, but since 
COVID-19 remote work has become a privilege and a lifesaver for some 
industries. Many businesses saw this option as their only way to survive 
a moment in history when the traditional office environment was 
unsafe. 

A recent study found that up to 40% of all jobs can be performed 
remotely.  There’s never been a better time to give this eye-opening 
investment experience a try.

Rethinking how you work, live, and invest



Our proprietary StaySafe Building System

StaySafe Floating Villas are designed and engineered with High 
Performing Concrete foundations and high-impact walls and 
windows to achieve remarkable wind and water resistance 

compared to traditional construction.

StaySafe’s concrete is made with fibers added to the concrete mix. 
The fibers vary from polyester to fiberglass bars, basalt, steel, and 
stainless steel. 

StaySafe’s concrete provides significantly more compressive 
strength than traditional concrete. Depending on the mix, it has a 
compressive strength from 12,000 pounds per square inch (psi) to 
more than 21,000 psi. When compared to traditional concrete 
(2,500 to 5,000 psi) so the difference is clear. Additionally, 
StaySafe concrete also exhibits a vastly increased tensile strength 
compared to traditional concrete.



In a landscape of competitive markets, shifting priorities, and ever 
more aggressive global competition it takes superior vision coupled 
with industry experience and tactical creativity to win.

➢StaySafe Building Technology is helping to address the high cost of 
owning waterfront homes by offering fractional ownership 
opportunities.

➢It is our mission to provide affordable off-grid floating villas with a 
clear path to improving the environment.

Explore purchasing our eco-friendly off-the-grid floating villas

Become an Investor or Brand Ambassador



The Future of 
Concrete

StaySafe Seawalls are made with StaySafe Marine Concrete 
developed by StaySafe Building Technology in response to 
the need for a tougher, yet lighter material for protecting 
coastal properties.

The characteristics of StaySafe Marine Concrete and 
StaySafe Seawall Designs allow innovation and future-
forward construction.

Sustainable StaySafe Seawalls can give contractors and 
owners a competitive advantage.

Invest In Seawall Panels 



Reduce construction time by up to 70%
Increase the useful life by 50 years

Precast Seawall Panels



Invest In Remote Work Tokens



STAYSAFE REMOTE WORK TOKEN PROJECT OVERVIEW

The timeshare industry in America has accumulated thousands

of weeks of standing inventory which is primarily owned and 

controlled by Homeowner Associations. The progressive aging

of the industry, combined with the climbing age of the original

buyers (many from far back as 50 years ago who are now

senior citizens), expiring leases, and changing owner plans 

have produced a large block of available inventory that can be

sold to new, aspiring vacationers and remote workers. The

business model for StaySafe Tokens is to acquire, free, (or 

nearly free) of charge, surplus weeks from HOA’s, and place

them in inventory for sale on a blockchain in a modest pricing

structure.

Normal product cost, usually the largest cost component of the 

overall product pricing equation, at 25% to 40%, will thus be 

dramatically reduced to 5% to 6%. Such sales will yield a large

and attractive profit margin. Such a low product cost is large

because there is no transfer of inventory to the company and

no payment of maintenance fees by the company. A transfer is

completed from the HOA directly to the new owner via the 

blockchain and the maintenance fee is billed to the new owner

after the required recission period. The StaySafe online token 

platform is projected to transfer around $50 million in the five-

year plan. employing a business model that can be scaled 

many times over and is only limited by the acquisition of

available inventory.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Events have combined to present an extraordinary opportunity to assist the timeshare 

industry, set the stage for the next fifty years of growth, increase the number of vacations 

and exchanges by many thousands per year, and provide exceptional profitability,

minimal risk, low exposure, liquidity, and a unique long-term "trading” business model for 

StaySafe Building Technology, Inc. The model will be used worldwide and will be

expanded to take advantage of the confluence of factors never seen in the real estate 

industry in America. Just as the timeshare/interval/fractional industry ages, owners who

purchased intervals and vacations 30 and 40 years ago are also aging. As they do, they 

are giving up and/or facing expiring timeshare plans with weeks reverting to homeowner 

associations. This results in diminished maintenance fee revenues to operate resorts and 

pay necessary operational expenses.

Factors have contributed to creating such issues and challenges:

• Large numbers of American resorts are facing “old age” as the timeshare

The industry rapidly evolves and changes with new vacation offerings like Airbnb.

• Lack of competent, honorable “re-sale” outlets to allow older owners to sell or pass

on their real estate. We see attorneys directing advertising ways for

seniors to “get out of your timeshare.” This grabs public interest, but in fact,

only 3% to 5% of all timeshare owners who are infirm, older, need to sell. The

remainder of the owner’s likes, use, and cherish their vacation interests.

• Many Homeowner Associations have demonstrated a reticence toward helping their 

owner base not because they do not want to, but because they are not sure HOW to.

• Rising maintenance fees and special assessments have strained household

budgets and precipitated serious maintenance fee delinquencies throughout the

industry.

• In 2008, the collapse of consumer end-loan for new sales forced developers to 

“dump” thousands of pieces of inventory on the resale and rental market resulting in

price decline.

• Mounting owner frustration with lack of liquidity.

• The Covid-19 pandemic has further increased owner frustration by denying

owners use of their units even after having paid all maintenance fees.

• The Remote Work and shared economy phenomena have led to the expanded 

development of Airbnb and a large increase in the number of second and third vacation 

home purchases and rentals.

Solutions to these challenges have emerged to stop owner frustration, re-start 

revenues for the struggling Homeowner Associations, turn over ownership of



weeks to younger enthusiastic owners, bring about much better press, and 

at the same time provide a flexible platform for an unprecedented 

opportunity to generate much better than average profitability. People are

widely aware that associations are willing to give, free of charge, (or nearly

free of charge), weeks, blocks of weeks, and units to companies and 

organizations capable of selling i t on and allow such associations to begin 

bill ing standard maintenance fees on otherwise dead inventory. Indeed, 

typical interval “Product Cost %” of 25% to 40% is now reduced to 5% or 

6%! All the savings returns to the bottom line as the contracts are set at a

“100% fee”.

I t should be noted that costs associated with product are stil l incurred such

a trust cost, legal, exchange company fees, finance fees, etc. but major

product costs such as construction, amenities, infrastructure, land, FF&E,

and amenities are eliminated!

Free inventory, (or nearly free), represents a substantial business

advantage and opportunity to generate profits never seen in the last fifty 

years. For those who understand sales process, and human nature, these

things are clear: 1) the general populace will continue to need and want 

vacations now and, in the future, and 2) people are always open to lower

pricing and appreciate an opportunity.

Wepropose a sales outlet in the form of an “Online Remote Smart Token 

Platform” that can generate such sales and transfers with the added

advantage of being able to resell the units on a blockchain, therefor 

eliminating the need to having to travel to a specific location, which will 

optimize performance metrics, lower costs further, and present exceptional 

business profitability:

• There are approximately 4,500 resorts in the United States alone with 

70% estimated to be suffering from unsold intervals, “dead” 

inventory, take back units, and delinquencies.

• Our target population and native demand for traveling and remote 

working will be directed toward ski resorts and areas with a water theme 

and beach resorts.



• Covid-19, remote workers, and increasing commercial office vacancy rates

have conspired to reduce rental costs, increase flexibility, and set forth

additional business advantages.

• The resort visit recovery sequence will be “drive-to resorts” first, then

“fly-to domestic resorts” next, and the last to recover and generate

visits will be resorts located out of the country where a long fl ight is 

required to visit. Indeed, RCI and I I  have reported strong exchange 

requests at drive-to resorts domestically.

• Recent, re-instated, and newly installed “one-on-one” timeshare and
interval

presentations being conducted again are experiencing far better than 

average close rates, efficiencies, and performance metrics. Most industry

experts

attribute this to something simple called “cabin fever” and a compelling

desire to just “getaway for a while.”

• Our online site will allow us to “pick and choose” from any location, any

type of inventory, and any amount. Three or four top locations can be

chosen at will, put on a “blockchain, and sold at almost any desired pace,

without fear of running out of inventory, and always have a large inventory 

at a low-cost basis.

• Resorts should be chosen to assure that once the online platform has

created a

sale, the visits to the sites by the new owners can be used for add-ons, 

upgrades, reloads, and referrals when they visit as this represents

substantial volume and much lower sales and marketing costs.

• All resort locations could be under an agreement to allow access to all

check-ins,

all renters, and all exchange guests to augment sales, volume, and 

revenue from upgrades, re-loads, and add-ons.

StaySafe can “pick and choose” from thousands of resorts across the nation,

including the Caribbean, and other locals. The following criteria have been 

developed to guarantee take-up, maximize volume, minimize costs, and 

ensure the very best profitability:



• Only resorts in “Tier One and Tier Two” high demand locations should

be under an agreement such as Orlando, Florida beach resorts, Las

Vegas, Colorado ski areas, and the Caribbean

• Resorts with a current “trust system” will minimize our cost

• Points based resorts are optimum

• One-bedroom and two-bedroom units are preferable

• All units available should be offered only on a “take-out basis,” there
should be

no purchases where we are required to take title, pay maintenance fees,

or pay block purchase fees without reimbursement from the token holder.

• Resorts with restaurants, extensive amenities, and a variety of local

activities should be considered

• Only resorts with audited financial statements, a demonstrated 

financial soundness, and less than 20% unsold/non-performing units 

should be considered

• Any resort which is to go on the “token platform” must be fully affiliated
with

Interval International or RCI

• Reduced maintenance fee considerations for our owners should be

requested for maximum sales advantage

• Free “short stays” for new owners to “inspect” their purchase to minimize

marketing costs, enhance add-ons, reloads, and upgrade is a

substantial advantage

• Exchange organizations can be approached to backstop new owner

affil iation costs

• Provisions should be made to assist the association on resales to help 

eliminate pressing owner needs, stop “desperate price publication,” and

support the off-site pricing structure

• All new owners would be offered a “ten year or a twenty-year ownership”
with

additional 5-year extensions for $40.00 each

• Elimination of the “great timeshare objection,” “ I  can’t get rid of it once 

I  buy it” is front and center of the entire approach to the process of

maximizing the

performance metric. All owners would be entitled to, (in a sequence),

cancel,

“turn in,” redeem, sell, or title back to the association, at any time during

the term of ownership and receive a check for a “redemption amount” 

based upon a sliding, pre-arranged scale on a “One Day Notice”. Owners 

would still have the option at any time to re-sell, title over, or transfer to 

friends, family, or any outside third party at any time



HOMEOWNER BOARD APPROACH & SALES SERVICES 
OUTLINE

AS AT April 2022

The outline below sets forth the StaySafe Sales Program methodology, 

philosophy, factors, and mutual benefits to be gained by securing HOA

owned/controlled “Legacy” timeshare inventory for the purpose of reselling 

through a “blockchain”

Anyone actively involved with the timeshare business understands the 

major flaw in the industry today is that: legacy resorts have historically 

been remiss in service to their owners and themselves by not supplying a 

resale opportunity outlet for owners experiencing use/financial 

difficulties. Collectively, financial pressures from the buildup of dead

inventory, mounting delinquencies, restrictions from Covid-19, and rising

operating costs are financially threatening hundreds of HOA’s across the

country and are even driving some to the brink of bankruptcy.

Not providing a strong “resale program” has produced the most damaging

impact on individual resorts by creating an angry and unhappy owner base.

The fallout from this is the basis for the timeshare industry’s “Negative” 

public relations predicament. This problem evaporates for the resort once

under agreement with StaySafe Tokens. 

StaySafe Tokens offers a comprehensive Sales Program to take over, sell, 

and furnish new and younger owners free to the HOA. Once the “win-win” 

benefits of the LIP Sales Program are communicated and understood, HOA

boards with genuine concern for the financial health of their resort and the 

wellbeing of its owners., will exercise their fiduciary obligations and willingly

adopt it.

Here are the key points of the Sales Program:

1. Inventory owned and controlled by a Legacy Resort HOA that needs

to be sold is “pledged” in bulk, to the sales company

2. There is no cost to the HOA by offering the weeks

3. The inventory, individual weeks in individual units, would be set

into a simple local trust, entirely paid for by StaySafe Tokens



4. All legal, transfer, trust, and exchange company affiliation costs

would be 100% paid by StaySafe.

5. The HOA can retract weeks at any time if they feel enough has been

sold or require a supply of weeks to be re-dedicated to rentals or

overflow

6. By arrangement, StaySafe Tokens will also sell owner-owned weeks if

asked to assist the HOA in resales for owners wishing to be let out of 

the timeshare arrangement.

7. The resort may bill a maintenance fee on the sold inventory the day 

after the rescission period has expired

8. Disgruntled delinquent owners can be persuaded to bring their 

maintenance fees current in exchange for an immediate re-sale 

solution. In our experience, offering a re-sale solution that relieves 

them of their annual obligation results in success for both the owner 

and the HOA in a staggering 99% of cases.

9. In-House-Specialist: All resorts approached would be offered the 

opportunity, but would not be required, to place an “In-House

Specialist” on

The site to support the following activities - which are all free of charge 
to the resort:

a. Check-in points conversions, sale of weeks to renters and

exchange club visitors, upgrades, and re-loads.

b. Directly assist in owner communications, PR, soft collections,

delinquent maintenance fee remediation, and an “owner 

satisfaction program”

In-House Specialists typically double the rate of sale of dead

inventory, enhance owner satisfaction, and dramatically speed up

financial recovery for resorts. After years of missing maintenance

fees, these should be very welcome developments for the HOA

10.Buyers sold at the Online platform often want to visit their “home

resort,” especially if it is a “drive-to regional resort” close by. Such 

buyers would be offered a 3 day/2-night visit, free of charge to them.

StaySafe would pay a nominal fee directly back to the resort for the 

new owners to experience their new vacation option. This owner

experience results in several direct benefits to the resort: increased

referrals, add-on sales, additional food/beverage sales, and provides

more maintenance fees



11.Covid -19’s l ingering “hold” on locations frustrates owner’s use and

continues to put additional pressure on maintenance fee budgets. The

StaySafe Token plan we propose is the fastest, most comprehensive,

and lasting solution for hundreds of affected resorts across the nation

and elsewhere to ameliorate this.

12.Americans continue to cherish and place a high value on leisure time 

and taking family vacations. Savvy resorts that currently provide ful l

“one on one sales presentations” are experiencing sharply rising

closing rates, efficiencies, and sales volumes, with average sales, up by

25% to 40% over recent years. Marriot and other well-respected public

companies have announced large increases in sales volumes in recent

quarters. The StaySafe Sales Plan is on point to take ful l  advantage of 

these current travel surges spurred by “Covid Cabin Fever,” and the

rising numbers of “Digital Nomads, and “Remote Work Forces.”

13.Specific resorts would be targeted for approach for involvement in the

StaySafe Sales Program.

a. An optimum sales combination offering would-be resort 

representation from the “Disney area,” an oceanfront “beach 

resort,” the Las Vegas area, a ski area, and at least one easy

“drive-to resort.”

b. The optimal target resort would possess good name recognition, 

have

at least one restaurant, provide adequate amenities and 

attractive area activities.

14.The product for sale from the trust would NOT be a “Club.” I t  would be 

tied to a specific unit, week, and resort and would be a version of a

20-year “right to use” program. This week/ownership would be

available to be resold by the company/resort at any time during the

engagement term. By adopting this approach, the owner can stop, sell,

resell, cancel, transfer and/or get out of the program at any time 

during the 20 years on a “ONE DAY NOTICE”. Five-year extensions

would be available upon request for a nominal fee

15.All owners would have access to an enhanced “National Timeshare

Rental Company” at any time if the unit could not be used by the 

owner for that year

16.RCI Points would provide a “points overlay” based upon demand and 
all

owners would be guaranteed membership at point of sale



17. Dwindling RCI Memberships at specific resorts should also

experience a dramatic turnaround by embracing the StaySafe 

Sales Plan.

The StaySafe Token Sales Program will directly accelerate a much-needed

financial boost and move toward solvency for participating resorts. I t also

provides the solution for legacy resorts and owners experiencing financial

pain. removes the looming “Negative Timeshare Public Relations Issue” for

those owners, the specific resorts, and leads the way for a positive, 

permanent solution for the industry at large. Wewelcome comments,

suggestions, and submissions.



TIMESHARE AND REMOTE WORK INNOVATION FOR
THE NEXT FIFTY YEARS

Timeshare in America has produced millions of luxury vacations, countless fond 

family memories, and a higher standard of holidays for those who chose to 

participate in one of the world’s best experiences. As the industry matures, 

predictable issues, and others not predictable, have obscured the wonderful

features of this fun vacation lifestyle. We are all inevitability caught in the process 

of maturing, infirmity, and old age. The development of the timeshare resort

“outliving” an owner’s ability to take advantage of their luxury vacations is not

difficult to understand. No matter how much any individual may have enjoyed their 

timeshare vacations, later in life, things change. Timeshare owners of the last 30 

plus years, are in growing numbers, seeking adjournment of their timeshare 

agreement obligation as use, utility, and circumstances of age demand.

The press, internet, and social media has a strong influence on the public’s 

perceptions, beliefs, and impressions of everything in America from politics to 

pandemics. Many of the early sales managers and developers in the industry 

anticipated this evolutionary aging process and offered to “re-sell” for owners at 

any time. Unfortunately, as resorts increasingly became controlled by homeowner 

associations in the absence of original developers, that promise was often 

forgotten or ignored. A predictable angry backlash propelled understandable, 

strident media attention. Growing numbers of disgruntled families find themselves 

beset by financial and ownership quandaries that are very fixable!

Pervasive negative media induced perception, based on partial truth, triggers 

rippling doubt among timeshare owners and inheritors. This results in sharp 

financial damage to both the owners and the resorts.

StaySafe Tokens is committed to providing solid solutions to these “Legacy Issues” 

which have been available from the inception of the industry. As we begin the 

remediation process of selling inventory for associations that have avoided these

solutions for whatever reason, we firmly commit to eliminating owner’s objections.

Gradually, as we begin to solve this corrosive, growing problem, we will reverse 

the negative perception expounded by the press. Wewill set the example for all 

timeshare process for years to come. Our real solutions will offer substantial 

financial advantage to the resort. At the same time owners are granted ful l relief. 

The tarnished perception of owning a timeshare interest will be



cleaned and polished. Based on our commitment, therefore, StaySafe Tokens and 

its partners make the following provisions available in whole or in part to buyers 

at any time during their ownership with specific remedies available with a one-

day notice:

1. Contract Cancellation –An owner who has purchased within a short period of  

time and encounters a problem, changes their mind, or has a simple reticence 

to their purchase may cancel within or beyond the “recission period” granted 

by local law. This privilege may be extended beyond the statutory limit so long as 

substantial additional costs to the company are avoided. The right of cancellation 

may be granted beyond the statutory requirement depending on circumstances 

and may include repayment of nominal amounts strictly l imited to actual 

financial damages to the company.

2. Resale Program –On the very first day “retail sales” go live, the blockchain will 

provide a “Re-sale Program” to all owners if they so choose, at any time. 

Hardships arise when least expected such as death in the family, health issues, 

job loss, etc., and relief is available at any time during the period of ownership. 

3. The blockchain allows owners to sell at any time. A small (2%) commission is  

subtracted from the proceeds to provide for a quick sale.

4. HOA Instant Assistance - All HOA agreements contain language whereby the 

HOA can notify Legacy regarding any owner who is delinquent on a maintenance

fee or monthly payment. A Legacy representative will contact the owner

immediately to determine the nature of the owner’s issue. Quickly taking initiative

to contact such owners always diffuses further escalation of problems. By 

reminding troubled owners of the solutions available results in positive outcomes.

5. Non-Legal Action – Too often, HOA’s are remiss in addressing the problem of 

non-payment proactively and resort to demands, threats, and coercion. They 

decide to turn accounts over to collection companies or attorneys, because they 

believe those methods are their last resort for relief. In  our approach, there are no

plans to EVER engage a collection company as we believe all such issues can be

satisfactorily managed by a speedy, empathetic, and non-threatening process.



6. Communication – I f  there is one universal shortcoming shared by the entire 

timeshare industry i t is a lack of appropriate and timely communication with the 

resort owners, whom they should cherish. Our experienced observation is most 

owners simply forget 90% of their benefits and good reasons that prompted them 

to purchase after the first ten years of ownership. Instead, the focus on rising

maintenance fees overshadows the benefits. When reminded about these specific

benefits to be enjoyed at resorts such as: “two for ones”, “bonus days”, “365

country club privileges”, add-on days, discount rental privileges, owner rental

priority, exchange privileges for world-wide rent-free luxury vacations, “instant

free getaways” many are amazed. Furthermore, close to 75% of owners decide to 

keep their interval interests when they are re- educated about these great

benefits.

Werecommend a concerted effort to communicate with all owners, engaging them 

at the resort level, to provide a continuous source of information from the resort, 

HOA, and the exchange organization.

Timely, bold, and provocative email, social media, and web-site postings along with 

social invites and owner gatherings are essential to owner retention, maximizing 

interval use, and properly prolonging original owner involvement.

The goal of the Legacy Interval Properties, LLC and the people involved with web 

site design, upkeep, and ongoing maintenance will be to provide informative 

contact mailings and timely newsletters, to foster owner social gathering events, 

and to offer a ful l spectrum of owner retention efforts.

Webelieve that by implementing these procedures, the negativity and reticence of 

homeowner associations and owners to engage will substantially diminish and 

faith will be restored in this great industry.

I t  is our sincere hope that this set of procedures serves as a model for existing 

resorts and future projects.



Werecommend a concerted effort to communicate with all owners, engaging them

at the resort level, to provide a continuous source of information from the resort, 

HOA, and the exchange organization.

Timely, bold, and provocative email, social media, and website postings along with

social invites and owner gatherings are essential to owner retention, maximizing

interval use, and properly prolonging original owner involvement.

The goal of the Legacy Interval Properties, LLC and the people involved with

website design, upkeep, and ongoing maintenance will be to provide informative

contact mailings and timely newsletters, to foster owner social gathering events, 

and to offer a ful l spectrum of owner retention efforts.

Webelieve that by implementing these procedures, the negativity and reticence of

homeowner associations and owners to engage will substantially diminish and

faith will be restored in this great industry.

I t  is our sincere hope that this set of procedures serves as a model for existing

resorts and future projects.

Join the future of StaySafe 
Building Technology

Contact: Kyle Meyer 
954-650-6798  
kmeyer@staysafeconcrete.com
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